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ABSTRACT
Drylands worldwide are exposed to a highly variable environment and face a high risk of degradation. The effects of global
climate change such as altered precipitation patterns and increased temperature leading to reduced water availability will likely
increase this risk. At the same time, an elevated atmospheric CO2 level could mitigate the effects of reduced water availability
by increasing the water use efficiency of plants. To prevent degradation of drylands, it is essential to understand the underlying
processes that affect water availability and vegetation cover. Since water and vegetation are strongly interdependent in waterlimited ecosystems, changes can lead to highly non-linear effects. We assess these effects by developing an ecohydrological
model of soil moisture and vegetation cover. The water component of the model simulates the daily dynamics of surface water
and water contents in two soil layers. Vegetation is represented by two functional types: shrubs and grasses. These compete for
soil water and strongly influence hydrological processes. We apply the model to a Namibian thornbush savanna and evaluate
the separate and combined effects of decreased annual precipitation, increased temperature, more variable precipitation and
elevated atmospheric CO2 on soil moisture and on vegetation cover. The results show that two main factors control the
response of plant types towards climate change, namely a change in water availability and a change in water allocation to a
specific plant type. Especially, reduced competitiveness of grasses can lead to a higher risk of shrub encroachment in these
systems. Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.
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INTRODUCTION
Drylands form nearly 30% of the global land surface
(Stafford Smith, 1996; Sivakumar et al., 2005) and are
characterized by a tight coupling of water availability
and vegetation dynamics (Noy-Meir, 1973). Because of
the extremely variable climatic conditions, the risk of
deterioration is high. For example, under unfavourable
conditions, often going along with high grazing pressure,
bare patches of soil can arise (Rietkerk and van de
Koppel, 1997; Kefi et al., 2007) or the fragile equilibrium
between woody and herbaceous vegetation can shift
towards a shrub-dominated state (Roques et al., 2001).
Once a degraded state is reached, regeneration is hardly
feasible and a reduction in biodiversity or in productivity
for livestock farming is likely.
Climate change will probably increase this risk.
Worldwide, drylands are threatened by decreasing mean
annual precipitation (MAP) (Dore, 2005). Generally, the
frequency of precipitation events decreases; however, the
number of extreme events increases. (Easterling et al.,
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2000). Moreover, higher temperatures are likely to intensify water stress through increased evapotranspiration
(Hughes, 2003). At the same time, increased atmospheric
CO2 could mitigate these effects directly by higher photosynthetic rates of plants, and indirectly by enhancing the
water use efficiency (Bazzaz 1990; Drake et al., 1997).
Clearly, different plant types are not affected equally
by these changes. For example, maximum woody cover
has been found to increase linearly with a MAP below
650 mm in arid and semi-arid savannas (Sankaran et al.,
2005), accompanied by a reduction in grass cover. In
addition to mean annual values, the timing, intensity
and duration of precipitation as well as soil properties
can strongly determine water availability. Soil moisture
recharge in the subsoil occurs only if precipitation events
are clustered or very intense. Here, water is better
protected against evaporation than in the topsoil layer,
where moisture fluctuations can be very rapid (Noy-Meir
1973; Schwinning et al., 2001). Thus, depending on the
potential rooting depth of plants, their actual access to
water can be quite different. Moreover, the response time
and intensity of plants to increased soil moisture can vary
across plant species (Fravolini et al., 2005) and between
their life history stages (Beatley, 1974).
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Also, the effects of elevated atmospheric CO2 vary
strongly between plant types. In a meta-analysis of freeair CO2 enrichment experiments, Ainsworth and Long
(2005) reported the highest increase of dry matter production for woody vegetation followed by legumes and C3
grasses. No significant increase was found for species following the C4 photosynthetic pathway. This is caused by
the strong limiting effect of CO2 on C3 plants under ambient CO2 concentrations in contrast to C4 plants (Morgan
et al., 2004). Bond et al., (2003) suggested that, especially, growth rate of juvenile C3 trees with a high carbon
demand could be sensitive to an increased CO2 level,
which could alter the tree grass balance. Other studies
also report a response of C4 plants to elevated atmospheric CO2 (e.g. Poorter, 1993; Anderson et al., 2001),
since the indirect effect of increased water use efficiency
of plants holds also for C4 species (Körner, 2006). In
summary, elevated CO2 generally exerts positive effects
on the growth of various plant types. However, the relative magnitude of this effect varies among plant types,
so that species composition can shift considerably.
These potential changes in vegetation cover and
species composition will in turn strongly feedback on
the water balance. Plants may facilitate their own growth
by promoting infiltration, by decreasing run-off water as
a result of higher surface roughness, and by preventing
nutrient losses due to erosion of the top soil (van de Koppel et al., 2000). Additionally, shading by plants leads to
reduced evaporation and thereby improves the storage
efficiency of shallow soils. The importance of these positive feedbacks increases with increasing abiotic stress
(Bertness et al., 1994; Callaway et al., 1997). On the
other hand, water losses due to transpiration increase with
vegetation density, leading to faster water losses, especially in the deeper soil, and thus to increased competition
among individual plants.
This interplay of temporally limited water availability and facilitation and competition among plants has
been found to be particularly important in savannas,
being defined as landscapes with a more or less continuous grass layer and scattered woody plants (Scholes
and Archer 1997). Savannas can be found under a broad
range of climatic conditions, with annual precipitation
ranging from less than 100 mm to more than 1500 mm
(Jeltsch et al., 2000) and are widely used for the production of livestock. To predict the dynamics of the complex
interactions between water and vegetation, several models have been developed (Klausmeier, 1999), especially
for assessing the conditions for livestock grazing (Jeltsch
et al., 1996; van Langevelde et al., 2003; Higgins et al.,
2007). However, these models usually aggregate intraannual water fluctuations to monthly or yearly sums and
do therefore not capture the impacts of single precipitation events. Under present climate conditions this does
not necessarily have to be problematic, and long-term
vegetation dynamics can often be simulated adequately.
However, if the patterns of precipitation pulses or other
driving factors are temporally highly variable (Baudena
et al., 2007) or are altered in the course of climate change,
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

assumptions being valid for present conditions are not
necessarily transferable anymore. In this case, integrated
approaches are needed that allow for evaluating the nonlinear effects of altered climatic conditions on the coupled
water and vegetation dynamics. These approaches are
widely missing as a review of more than 40 models published between 1995 and 2005 showed (Tietjen et al.,
2007).
In this study, we therefore propose a coupled watervegetation
model
for
drylands
(EcoHyD —
EcoHydrology in Drylands) to explore the effects of
climate change on soil moisture and vegetation cover.
This combined ecohydrological approach accounts for the
intensity and duration of single precipitation events and
the resulting dynamics of two plant life forms, namely
grasses and shrubs. Additionally, the model allows for
evaluating separate and combined effects of increased
temperature and atmospheric CO2 on water and vegetation. We applied this model to a Namibian thorn bush
savanna and analysed the following questions: (1) what
are the separate effects of changes in precipitation, temperature, and CO2 on soil moisture and vegetation cover,
and (2) what are the combined effects of these changes,
i.e. what do we have to expect under future climate
change.

MODEL DESCRIPTION (ECOHYD)
We linked the grid-based model HydroVeg of daily moisture dynamics in two soil layers (Tietjen et al., 2009) with
a vegetation model (Figure 1). The size of one grid cell is
5 m by 5 m and the total extent covers 10,000 cells corresponding to an area of 25 ha. Each cell is characterized
by a topographic height, and we chose open boundary
conditions to allow for water losses by run-off.
Vegetation is divided into two plant life form types,
namely shrubs and grasses (perennial herbaceous vegetation). For each type, vegetation cover cveg [% per cell]
and its change are determined by the processes growth
(grveg ), mortality (mveg ), and dispersal and establishment
(dveg ), with the subscription veg referring to shrubs (s)
and grass (g):
dcveg
D grveg  mveg C dveg
dt

1

Vegetation growth is calculated biweekly during the
wet season, which we determine for each year as the
time between the first effective rain event of the season
with precipitation P ½ 5 mm and the last rain event plus
14 days. Mortality due to water stress and dispersal is
evaluated at the end of a fixed growing season as a
result of the mean seasonal soil moisture. No change in
vegetation is assumed during the dry season.
Plant growth
Vegetation growth can be split into the sum of growth
induced by water in the upper and the lower soil layers (grveg,L1 and grveg,L2 , respectively) and is assumed
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Figure 1. Model overview. Main processes and system components of the hydrological model and the vegetation model in one grid cell.

to follow logistic behaviour with growth rate rveg
[mm1 yr1 ]. Growth is reduced, if water availability for
one vegetation type avWveg,Lx [mm] in layer x is limited
or competition is high, which leads to a reduced relative
water uptake per unit cover Uveg,Lx [dimensionless]:
grveg,Lx D minUveg,Lx Ð avWveg,Lx , 1 Ð rveg Ð


cveg
cveg Ð 1 
[yr1 ]
1  c:veg  lap

2

The maximum cover in the logistic growth term
depends on its own cover [%], on the cover of the respective other plant type c:veg [%], and on the potential overlapping lap [dimensionless] of both types. Overlapping
occurs if one plant type grows directly under the other
one. Soil moisture availability is calculated depending on
the amount of water above the plant specific wilting point
Wwp,veg [vol%]:


avWveg,Lx D

veg Ð rootveg,Lx
g Ð rootg,Lx Ð cg C s Ð roots,Lx Ð cs

[dimensionless]

Calculated mortality occurs at the end of the growing
season as a result of unfavourable soil moisture conditions during the whole season. This allows for evaluating
long-term effects of water stress. Analogous to growth,
we calculate mean seasonal water availability to sustain important life functions sustWLx [mm] in each layer
x:
sustWLx D WLx,mean  Wwp,veg  Ð depthLx [mm]

5

with WLx,mean [vol%] the mean soil moisture in layer x
during the growing season. Mortality of each plant type

3

in each layer mveg,Lx is then calculated as a function
dependent on water availability, the plant-type specific
mortality rate mrveg [mm1 yr1 ], the proportional uptake
Uveg,Lx of this water, and current vegetation cover cveg .
Additionally, the relative dependence of a vegetation type
on water in the respective layer is accounted for by the
root distribution:


mveg,Lx D mrveg Ð cveg 
1  minUveg,Lx Ð sustWLx , 1Ð


4

where the relative uptake depends on competition
between grasses and shrubs, which is described by their
current cover, the potential uptake rate per cover veg [mm
yr1 ], and the fraction of roots rootveg,Lx of the respective vegetation type in the layer x. As a simplification,
the vertical root distribution of the two vegetation types
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Plant mortality

0
WLx  Wwp,veg
[mm]
WLx  Wwp,veg  Ð depthLx else

with WLx [vol%] the mean water content in layer x
during the previous 14 days and depthLx [mm] the
depth of the respective layer. That is, water availability
for plants is zero below the plant-type specific wilting
point and afterwards increases linearly. Extending the
approach by Walker et al., (1981) and van Langevelde
et al., (2003), which was originally developed for a single
soil compartment, the fraction of the available water
that can be taken up per unit cover can be calculated
as
Uveg,Lx D

is assumed fixed independent of the respective cover or
adaptive mechanisms.

rootveg,Lx 
 [yr1 ]


rootveg,Li

6

i

Total mortality is then given by the sum of mortality
caused by unfavourable conditions in each layer.
Ecohydrol. (2009)
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Dispersal and establishment
Grass seeds are normally not dispersal limited in such a
small area (Jeltsch et al., 1997), and we therefore assume
them to spread spatially homogeneously in space. The
amount of dispersed seeds depends on the mean grass
cover within the whole grid area. In contrast, shrub
dispersal is strongly limited (Wiegand et al., 1995; Jeltsch
et al., 1998; Witkowski et al., 2000). Here, we chose
an exponential decrease of dispersed seed number with
Euclidean distance (dist) from the source cell (sc). If
the seasonal mean soil moisture WL1,mean of the upper
layer of the target cell is above the plant-type specific
wilting point, seedlings can establish depending on the
current vegetation cover. Here, an important demographic
bottleneck can occur, if recruitment is limited by water
availability (see a debate on demographic bottlenecks in
savannas in Sankaran et al., 2004). Actual establishment
of grasses and shrubs (dg and ds ) in one cell due to
dispersal originated from source cell sc is calculated as:


dg D


ds D

fluxes between the layers (FL1L2 ). Water from both
layers is lost by evapotranspiration (ETL1 , ETL2 ), which
depends on vegetation cover, radiation, temperature and
the slope and aspect of the cell.
dWL1
D FL1 WSF , WL1 , cg , cs   FdrainL1 WL1 
dt
FL1L2 WL1 , WL2 
ETL1 WL1 , cg , cs [mm h1 ]

9

dWL2
D FL2 WSF , cs  C FdrainL1 WL1 
dt
 FdrainL2 WL2  C FL1L2 WL1 , WL2 
ETL2 WL2 , cs  [mm h1 ]

10

A detailed description of the soil moisture model and
its linkage to vegetation cover can be found in Tietjen
et al., (2009).

0
if WL1,mean < Wwp,g 1
[yr ]
cg,mean Ð eg Ð max1  cg  cs , 0 else
0
if dist ½ distmax,s or WL1,mean < Wwp,s 1
[yr ]
cs,sc Ð es Ð d0,s Ð ecdÐdist Ð max1  cg  cs , 0 else

The constant eveg [dimensionless] describes the rate of
successful establishment and the constants d0,s and cd
[dimensionless] determine the decline of the exponential
function with distance. The exponential function is cut
off at a maximal dispersal distance distmax,s [m].
Soil moisture dynamics
Soil moisture is determined by several processes, which
are closely linked to vegetation cover. Surface water
(WSF ) is increased by precipitation (PI ) and can infiltrate
into the upper layer (WL1 ) or via macropores also into
the lower soil layer (WL2 ). Infiltration into the upper
and lower layer (FL1 and FL2 ) depends on surface
water height, the water content in the destination layer,
and grass and shrub cover. If the topsoil hydraulic
conductivity is low or precipitation events are extreme,
run-off can occur and water is redistributed from higher
to lower cells (Qout generated run-off, Qin received runoff from surrounding cells). Surface water can evaporate
(ETSF ), with shading by vegetation cover leading to
reduced evaporation.
dWSF
D PI  FL1 WSF , WL1 , cg , cs   FL2 WSF , cs 
dt
 ETSF WSF , cg , cs   Qout WSF , cg , cs 
C Qin [mm h1 ]

8

Excess water in the soil can drain to lower layers
(FdrainL1 ,FdrainL2 ), and it is considered as lost in case of
drainage from the lower layer. Additionally, the water
content of the two layers is balanced slowly by diffusive
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

7

SITE DESCRIPTION AND PARAMETERIZATION
We applied the model to a Namibian thorn bush savanna
that is situated approximately 45 km north of Okahandja
in the Otjozontjupa region (latitude: 21Ð6 ° S, longitude:
16Ð9 ° E). Precipitation falls during the summer months
(September to April) and is highly variable between years
with a MAP of approximately 360 mm with a standard
deviation of 130 mm. The annual mean temperature is
about 20 ° C, with monthly means ranging from 13 ° C in
July to 27 ° C in January. We generated long-term climate
data for 100 years with the rainfall generator ReGen
(Köchy, 2006). The generated rain (model parameters
of ReGen: MAP: 360 mm; DMR an optional factor
influencing the amplitude of a single rain event: 0Ð2)
matches main characteristics of rain data from the study
region: an analysis of variance (anova) showed no
significant differences between measured precipitation
data of 20 years and generated precipitation in monthly
precipitation sums (F1,1442 D 0Ð0802, p D 0Ð6752) and
in the coefficient of variation of daily precipitation
within one month (F1,769 D 1Ð9577, p D 0Ð1622). Daily
precipitation data was interpolated to hourly values as
described in Tietjen et al. (2009). Daily and hourly
temperature values (Tday ,Thour ) were fitted by a cosine
function to seven years of measured data from 2001 to
2007:
2
Tday D Tyear C Tdiff,year Ð cos day C 190 365

Thour D Tday C Tdiff,day Ð cos hour  3 2
24
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Table I. Standard parameters of the soil water model. For full descriptions see Tietjen et al. (2009).
Name

Description

Infiltration
Saturated hydraulic conductivity
Ks
sf
Effective suction at wetting front
Bare soil infiltration rate
FL2,bare
Infiltration rate
FL2,frac
Maximal total infiltration
FL2,max
Slow diffusion
d
Water balancing constant between layers
Evapotranspiration
TE
Change in transpiration efficiency
Specific soil water contents
wsc
Water content of beginning stomatal closure
(pF D 4Ð2)a
fc
Field capacity (pF D 1Ð8)a
rw
Residual water content during the dry season
Soil depths
depthL1
Depth of the upper soil layer
Depth of the lower soil layer
depthL2
a pF

Value

Unit

Source

17Ð6
110Ð1
0
0
0

mm/h
mm
—
—
mm/h

Measured (N. Classen, unpublished)
Rawls et al. (1992)
Deep infiltration is not relevant at these sites

0Ð05

—

Estimated according to Bai et al. (2007)

—

Set in the CO2 scenarios according to
Ainsworth and Long (2005)

7Ð9

vol%

Measured (N. Classen, unpublished)

22Ð6
6Ð0

vol%
vol%

Measured (N. Classen, unpublished)
Measured (N. Classen, unpublished)

200
600

mm
mm

Measured (N. Classen, unpublished)
Measured (N. Classen, unpublished)

value: soil water content that corresponds to a logarithmic soil water potential of 4Ð2 and 1Ð8, respectively.

with mean yearly temperature Tyear D 20Ð0 ° C, mean
yearly fluctuations in temperature Tdiff,year D 7Ð5 ° C,
mean daily fluctuations Tdiff,day D 5Ð0 ° C, and day starting on 1 July.
The topography of the area is very flat (mean slope:
0Ð9%) with a mean height of 1500 m above sea level. A
digital elevation model was only available in a resolution
of 100 m by 100 m, which we interpolated linearly to
a resolution of 5 m by 5 m. The dominant soil texture
is a sandy loam (sum of silt and clay in 0–10 cm
depth: 35%, 10–30 cm: 45%, 30–60 cm: 48%) and is
partly underlain by calcrete. In our analysis we assumed
homogeneous soil conditions in the simulated area of
25 ha. The corresponding soil parameters are given in
Table I, a full description of these parameters can be
found in Tietjen et al. (2009).
The potential natural vegetation is an open thorn bush
savanna with Acacia species as dominant woody components (e.g. Acacia mellifera, A. reficiens) and herbaceous
species such as Stipagrostis uniplumis, Aristida sp. and
Eragrostis sp. Fires occur only occasionally. Since the
1950s, extensive cattle and game farming have led to
shrub encroachment in some spots with dense thickets of
A. mellifera. Since the end of the last century, livestock
density was kept lower and the grass cover improved.
Standard parameters for the vegetation model are given
in Table II.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Baseline scenario and sensitivity analysis
The baseline scenario is simulated in EcoHyD with standard model parameters given in Tables I and II. Initial
vegetation cover is homogeneously set to 40% for grass
and 15% for shrubs, corresponding to values that have
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

been found in the field under moderate grazing conditions. We first compared simulation results of grass cover
with values found in the field from 2001 to 2005 to gain
confidence in model results. Afterwards, we performed
five simulations of 100 years to demonstrate an arising
steady state of grass and shrub cover. To assess the sensitivity of model results, we systematically modified all
vegetation parameters by š10% and š20% (exceptions:
(1) Wwp,g , Wwp,s : here we varied the distance to the residual water content by š10% and š20%, and (2) first and
last day of the growing season (gStart, gEnd): here we
shifted the value by š10 days and š20 days). Afterwards, we evaluated the effect of these changes on mean
soil moisture during the growing season in both layers
and mean vegetation cover during the whole year. For
this, we performed simulations of 100 years, whereof the
last 20 years where evaluated.
Climate change scenarios
We evaluated the separate and combined effects of four
possible climatic change results: (1) decreased mean
precipitation, (2) increased temperature, (3) an increase
in extreme events with a fixed mean precipitation and
(4) increased atmospheric CO2 level. For scenario (1) we
used the model ReGen (Köchy, 2006) to generate new
precipitation time series with mean precipitation amounts
of 300, 315, 330, 345, and 360 mm, which lie in the
predicted range for the A1B scenario for the years
2080 to 2099 (IPCC, 2007). To change temperature,
a main determinant of evapotranspiration, in scenario
(2) we followed the IPCC also and increased the mean
annual temperature by 0Ð75, 1Ð5, 2Ð25, and 3Ð0 C. A
more variable precipitation as described by Easterling
et al. (2000) was generated in scenario (3) by shifting
the total precipitation amount of events falling into the
Ecohydrol. (2009)
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Table II. Standard parameters and their values used in the vegetation model.
Name
Growth
Wwp,g
Wwp,s
g
s
rootg,L1
rootg,L2
roots,L1
roots,L2
rg

rs
lap
Mortality
Wres
mrg
mrs
Dispersal
eg
es
d0,s

cd
distmax,s
Other
gStart
gEnd

Description

Value

Unit

Source

Grass specific wilting point

6Ð4

vol%

Residual soil water content
Mortality rate of grass due to water stress
Mortality rate of shrubs due to water stress

6Ð0
0Ð9
0Ð4

vol%
mm1 yr1
mm1 yr1

Measured data (N. Classen, unpublished)
van Langevelde et al., (2003)
van Langevelde et al. (2003)

Rate of successful establishment of grasses
Rate of successful establishment of shrubs
Constant for exponential dispersal decline
with distance

0Ð05
0Ð005
0Ð5

yr1
yr1
—

Estimated value, low sensitivity
Estimated value, low sensitivity
Values are chosen in a way that the
cumulative dispersal is 75% at dist D
2Ð5 m (border of a cell) and 99% at
distmax

Constant for exponential dispersal decline
with distance
Maximal distance of shrub seed dispersal

0Ð53

—

20

m

short distance dispersal only, e.g. Jeltsch
et al. (1996)

Starting day of the growing season (since
July 1)
Last day of the growing season (since July 1)

150

—

330

—

long-term soil moisture observations in
the model
long-term soil moisture observations in
the model

Mean value of Sala et al. (1989) and
Neilson (1995)
Shrub specific wilting point
6Ð3
vol%
Mean value of Sala et al. (1989) and
Neilson (1995)
Potential uptake rate per unit grass cover
7Ð2 Ð 106
mm yr1
g D BM,g Ð convBMToCg
BM,g D 0Ð9 mm/(yrŁ g) relative uptake rate per gram grass biomass (van Langevelde et al., 2003) convBMToCg D 8Ð0E
C06 g conversion: grass biomass to relative cover (J. Oldeland, unpublished)
Potential uptake rate per unit shrub cover
2Ð5 Ð 107
mm yr1
s D BM,s Ð convBMToCs
BM,s D 0Ð5 mm/(yrŁ g) relative uptake rate per gram shrub biomass (van Langevelde et al., 2003) convBMToCs D 5Ð0E
C07 g conversion: shrub biomass to relative cover (J. Oldeland, unpublished)
Fraction of grass roots in the upper layer
0Ð63
—
rootg,L1 D 1  ˇg d
ˇg D 0Ð952, d D 20 cm
(Jackson et al., 1996)
Fraction of grass roots in the lower layer
0Ð37
—
1  rootg,L1
Fraction of shrub roots in the upper layer
0Ð36
—
roots,L1 D 1  ˇs d
ˇs D 0Ð978, d D 20 cm
(Jackson et al., 1996)
Fraction of shrub roots in the lower layer
0Ð64
—
1  roots,L1
Potential growth rate of grass
0Ð8
mm1 yr1
Calibrated to gain long-term values with a
mean grass cover
of 40–80% and a mean shrub cover of
15–25%
observations (J. Oldeland, unpublished)
Potential growth rate of shrubs
0Ð2
mm1 yr1
maximal extent to which grass and shrubs
20
%
can overlap

lowest quantile (10, 20, 30 and 40%) to precipitation
events falling into the upper 90% quantile, while keeping
the MAP fixed. An increased atmospheric CO2 level in
scenario (4) was simulated (i) by increasing the water
use efficiency (transpiration efficiency TE) of plants, (ii)
by increasing TE and the potential growth rate solely
of shrubs, and (iii) by increasing TE and the potential
growth rates of both, shrubs and grasses. These three
CO2 scenarios were chosen to cover a broad range
of possible effects of increased CO2 on the coupled
water and vegetation dynamics. Literature agrees on the
positive effect of CO2 on the transpiration efficiency;
therefore, we included higher TE in all CO2 scenarios by
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

decreasing transpiration in the hydrological model in the
lower layer by 10, 20, 30 and 40% in accordance to mean
responses found in free-air CO2 enrichment experiments
(Ainsworth and Long, 2005). The response in growth
of plants to elevated CO2 conditions is difficult to
quantify for plant types. Tropical grasslands are typically
dominated by grasses with the C4 photosynthetic pathway
(Polley, 1997), which are generally less responsive to
elevated CO2 than plants with the C3 pathway, since
C4 photosynthesis is often saturated or nearly saturated
under ambient concentrations (Morgan et al., 2004).
Therefore, in the scenarios with an increased growth rate
of vegetation, we distinguished whether this applied also
Ecohydrol. (2009)
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Table III. Parameters for combined effects of climate change.
Precipitation
(mm yr1 )

Temperature
change
(° C)

Extreme
events: shifted
quantile
(%)

Growth
rate of grass
(mm1 yr1 )

Growth rate
of shrubs
(mm1 yr1 )

Increase in
transpiration
efficiency
(%)

360
345
330
315
300

0Ð0
0Ð75
1Ð5
2Ð25
3Ð0

0
10
20
30
40

0Ð8
0Ð85
0Ð9
0Ð95
1

0Ð2
0Ð25
0Ð3
0Ð35
0Ð4

0
10
20
30
40

0
1
2
3
4

(b)
grass
shrub

80
60

vegetation
cover (%)

vegetation cover (%)

precipitation
(mm)

(a)
100

40
20
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

time (years)

10
8
6
4
2
0

800
600
400
200
0

soil moisture
(vol%)

Scenario

80
60
40
20
0
70

75

80

85

90

95 100

time (years)

Figure 2. Vegetation cover under present climatic conditions. (a) Five sample 100-year simulations runs with standard parameter set; (b) last 30 years
of one simulation with the underlying precipitation (bars) and the corresponding mean soil moisture in the upper layer (grey line) and the lower layer
(black line). Grey arrows indicate simulation year 79 and 88, respectively.

for grasses or solely for shrubs. Following Bond et al.
(2003) we assumed a maximal increase in the growth rate
of shrubs by 90% and of grasses by 30% for an increase
of atmospheric CO2 from 360 ppm to 700 ppm and chose
growth rates of 0Ð8, 0Ð85, 0Ð9 and 1Ð0 mm1 yr1 for
grasses and 0Ð2, 0Ð25, 0Ð3, 0Ð35, 0Ð4 and 0Ð45 mm1 yr1
for shrubs.
Afterwards, we evaluated the combined effect of
these scenarios with the parameter combination given in
Table III, to demonstrate a possible future scenario. For
increased CO2 we again simulated the three scenarios
introduced above.
To even the effects of stochastic rainfall, all scenarios
were repeated five times with the results of different
rain simulations by ReGen. We analysed the impacts of
these scenarios on mean soil moisture during the growing
season and on vegetation cover during the last 20 years
of 100 years of simulation.

RESULTS
Baseline scenario and sensitivity analysis
The comparison of simulated data with measured data
is given in Appendix A1 (supporting information).
Although measured grass cover refers only to the dynamics of 5 years on 12 plots, and simulated grass cover
refers to the dynamics of the last 50 years of one 100-year
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

simulation experiment, the good correspondence between
the magnitudes of results improves our confidence with
the model.
Independent of climate variations and of the initial
vegetation cover, vegetation stabilizes in the last 50 years
of the simulation at a dynamic equilibrium cover for
grasses and shrubs at about 60% and 20%, respectively
(Figure 2a). Since the topography of the simulated site
is very flat, and lateral water fluxes by run-off are very
low (<1% of precipitation), spatial heterogeneity in water
availability and vegetation cover is low and we therefore
show only mean results. However, simulations at sites
with a more pronounced topography showed that under
these conditions water availability depends strongly on
flow routing and thus spatially highly heterogeneous
(Tietjen et al., 2009). Vegetation cover is characterized
by high inter-annual fluctuations of grass cover (standard
deviation: 8Ð8%) depending on the climatic conditions
and on lower fluctuations of shrub cover (standard
deviation 2Ð7%). Annual precipitation is highly variable
(Figure 2b). But contrary to a common assumption in
savanna models, high rainfall does not necessarily lead
to high soil moisture: while soil moisture in both layers
is well above average in year 79 of the simulation with
459 mm of rain (upper layer: 8Ð2 vol%, lower layer: 8Ð3
vol%), soil moisture in the lower layer is rather low under
similar rainfall conditions in year 88 (450 mm rain, upper
layer: 8Ð5 vol%, lower layer: 6Ð9 vol%).
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The sensitivity of model results towards uncertainties
of the input parameters is given in Appendices A2 and
A3. Overall, soil moisture during the growing season and
vegetation cover show a very low sensitivity towards
vegetation parameters. Soil moisture generally varies
within a range of less than 0Ð1 vol% for a 10% change
in parameter value (0Ð2 vol% for a 20% change), and
vegetation cover varies less than 5% for grasses and
less than 2% for shrubs (20% change in parameters:
maximal 10% for grasses and 5% for shrubs). In contrast
to the low sensitivity towards other parameters, soil
moisture in the upper layer is sensitive to the starting
and ending point of the growing season (gStart, gEnd ):
Generally, a shorter time period of the growing season
leads to higher soil moisture content, since rain is even
less reliable at the beginning and ending of the growing
season. However, this does not reflect in vegetation cover.
Especially grass is sensitive to the fraction of grass roots
in the upper soil layer, since a lower fraction leads
to a reduced competitiveness. Therefore, care should
be applied when determining the distribution of grass
roots. Generally, a doubling in the change of vegetation
parameters from 10% to 20% leads to a doubling of the
change in results, i.e. the response to changes seems to
be linear.
Climate change
The manifold aspects of climate change lead to quite
diverse responses of soil moisture and the corresponding
grass and shrub cover. A reduction in the MAP leads
to an overall decrease in soil moisture and thus to a
lower vegetation cover (Figure 3a). Although mainly the
upper soil layer suffers from decreased precipitation, this
impacts mostly shrubs: a reduction from 360 mm to
less precipitation

(a)

(b)

higher temperature

300 mm leads to cover losses of about 10%, while grasses
benefit at first from reduced competition with shrubs and
decrease only for very high reductions in precipitation.
In contrast, an increase in temperature affects grass and
shrubs similarly (Figure 3b). Here, soil moisture in the
upper layer decreases by up to 1Ð0 vol% resulting in
cover losses of both plant types. More variable and
extreme precipitation within 1 year has little effect on
soil moisture in the upper layer (Figure 3c). However,
the lower soil layer benefits from more extreme events,
since water recharge is more efficient due to more intense
rain events. The water content in the lower layer increases
slightly. This has positive effects on shrub cover, which
is increased by 10%.
The combined effects of an elevated atmospheric CO2
level, i.e. higher transpiration efficiency and increased
growth rates, are ambiguous (Figure 3d, solid lines).
Overall, soil moisture in the upper layer is unaffected,
and moisture in the lower layer is slightly reduced,
even though water losses are reduced due to the higher
transpiration efficiency. This is caused by the strong
increase in shrubs, which extract more water from the
lower layer. In contrast, grass cover declines despite its
higher growth rate. That is, the altered conditions seem
to benefit shrubs, which in turn suppress the growth of
grasses. This effect is even intensified in the case of
the CO2 scenario with constant grass growth, i.e. where
the photosynthetic rate of grasses is assumed to remain
unaffected by an elevated atmospheric CO2 level. Here,
the system shifts towards a shrub-dominated state. If
the growth rate of shrubs is also assumed to remain
unaffected, the sole effect of increased transpiration has
little effects on soil moisture and vegetation cover: only
shrub cover increases slightly.
(c)

more extreme events

soil moisture (vol%)

9.0

(d)

higher CO2 level
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Figure 3. Effects of climatic change parameters on soil moisture and vegetation cover (box plots on simulated years 81– 100). Effects of (a) decrease
in precipitation, (b) increase in temperature, (c) increase in extreme events, and (d) increase in atmospheric CO2 , with abbreviations TE: increased
transpiration efficiency, r s: increased growth rates of shrubs, r g: increased growth rates of grasses.
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de Koppel 1997; Gilad et al., 2004), which are difficult
to be applied to specific sites, but also from site-specific,
more complex models (e.g. CENTURY model by Parton
et al., 1992), for which a huge parameterization effort is
necessary. Although the model structure is relatively simple, overall grass cover can be reproduced realistically,
as shown in Appendix A1 (supporting information).

2

3

4

climate change scenario
Figure 4. Combined effects of climate change on soil moisture and
vegetation cover (scenarios see Tab. 3: 0 no change, and 4: the
strongest change). Abbreviations: TE: increased transpiration efficiency,
r s: increased growth rates of shrubs, r g: increased growth rates of
grasses.

The combined effects of the four possible climatic
changes are given in Figure 4: simulation results show
decreasing soil moisture in both layers. Especially, the
upper 20 cm of the soil desiccate, but also the deeper
soil is considerably drier. Here, even in the wet season,
mean soil moisture remains at the critical plant specific
wilting points, i.e. plants close their stomata in response
to water stress. The response of the two plant types to this
increased stress is diametrical: while grass cover strongly
declines, shrubs benefit from the reduced competitive
situation. This can even shift the savanna from a grassdominated ecosystem to a shrub-dominated system. If
only transpiration efficiency is increased and growth
rates of shrubs and grasses remain constant, this effect
is mitigated: the decrease in grass cover is reduced,
and shrubs lose their competitive advantage. In case
of an additional increase in shrub growth without an
increase in grass growth, the effects of climate change
are exacerbated and grasses are reduced to a cover of
less than 10%.

DISCUSSION
The model EcoHyD presents an approach of intermediate
complexity, allowing for theoretical as well as applied
questions. The effects of intra-annual rainfall variability as well as temperature and atmospheric CO2 on the
coupled water-vegetation dynamics can be assessed systematically. With this approach, the model differs from
pure theoretical models of drylands (e.g. Rietkerk and van
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Understanding and predicting vegetation dynamics in
drylands is of utter importance to assess the impacts of
climate change on biodiversity and future land use. The
model results show that the separate effects of climate
change, namely changing precipitation patterns, increased
temperature and an elevated atmospheric CO2 level, can
be converse. Since water is a limiting factor in drylands,
a reduction in precipitation naturally has a negative effect
on water availability and thus often on vegetation cover,
which is adapted to specific conditions. This negative
impact can be seen, although the reduction in mean
precipitation is rather small compared to the present
standard deviation. Also increased temperature, which is
a main driver of water losses through evapotranspiration,
leads to reduced water availability. In contrast, simulated
soil moisture in the lower layer responds positively to
an increased number of extreme events, while keeping
the total annual precipitation constant. This shows that in
our scenarios of more extreme events, infiltration speed
is not limited by the hydraulic conductivity of the soil,
and surface water can infiltrate almost completely. The
pulse depth of precipitation events increases (i.e. the
depth to which soil water potentials are elevated), which
leads to a decline in evaporation and vapour diffusion
rate, and increased plant water uptake (Schwinning
et al., 2004). This is reflected by the increased cover of
grasses and shrubs under the scenarios of more extreme
events. However, in the case of reduced topsoil hydraulic
conductivity or steeper slopes, the effect of higher
rainfall variability could be reverse: pronounced run-off
would lead to decreased water availability and thus to a
reduced vegetation cover. This is supported by findings of
scenarios with a more pronounced (but unrealistic) shift
to extreme events. Here, run-off increases and as a result
water availability to plants decreases.
Plants can strongly differ in their response to an
increased atmospheric CO2 level and predicting this
response not only on the species but on a plant type
level is a future challenge (Körner, 2000). Numerous
studies report the occurrence of the indirect effect of
increased water use efficiency, i.e. decreased transpiration by reduced stomatal conductance (e.g. Bazzaz, 1990;
Hughes, 2003; Kirschbaum, 2004; Körner, 2006). Additionally, an increased photosynthetic rate as a direct effect
of higher CO2 levels and a resulting higher dry matter
production are revealed, but with a differing order of
magnitude for different plant types. We met this uncertainty in plant type response by evaluating three possible
CO2 scenarios, which cover a broad range of potential
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responses. Our results show that generally shrub species
benefit to a higher extent from an elevated atmospheric
CO2 level than grasses. Increasing solely the water use
efficiency of plants leads only to a slight increase in
shrub cover. But as soon as the growth rates are also
affected, shrub cover increases stronger and suppresses
grass growth. These results are in good agreement with
other studies (e.g. Campbell et al., 2000); therefore we
are positive that the model is able to capture the general
response trend.
The results of the separate changes in drivers show
that two main factors play a major role in the course of
climate change: first, altered water availability in different
soil depths; and second, a change in water allocation to a
specific plant type, i.e. an altered competitive strength of
plant types. These factors interact, and dependent on the
intensity and nature of the change in climate drivers, one
factor can prevail over the other. This and the non-linear
response of the system towards changes become also
apparent in the evaluation of the combined effects of the
four drivers. Under present conditions, grass dominates
over shrubs. If soil moisture decreases as a result of
climate change, grass and shrub cover decline because of
changed water availability. However, if climate change
becomes more intense, the second factor comes into play
and grasses lose their competitive strength. As a result,
shrub cover starts to increase despite the reduced water
availability. The simulated lower vegetation cover, in
turn, feeds back on soil moisture dynamics: infiltration
decreases and the soil moisture level declines.
Our assessment of the combined effects of different
climatic changes is of course just an example of how
future conditions could be. Climate change will impact
regions quite differently, e.g. MAP can decrease in some
regions but can increase in others (IPCC, 2007). Therefore, a tool like our model EcoHyD, which disentangles
the separate factors of climate change, is needed to assess
the future state of savannas and the conditions for land
use. But our results also show that looking only at a
single aspect of climate change, as it is done in many
present models of dryland dynamics, which generally
aggregate precipitation to annual water availability (see
recent review of Tietjen et al., 2007), is not adequate to
assess future conditions. In our example of a Namibian
thorn bush savanna, especially shrubs respond negatively
to decreased precipitation, and their cover declines. However, if decreased precipitation is combined with other
changes, this prediction is not reliable any longer: the
ratio of shrubs and grasses alters strongly, leading to a
shift from a grass-dominated ecosystem to a highly shrubencroached system.
The model exhibits strong feedbacks between water
availability and vegetation. Adaptive mechanisms such
as adjustments in the vertical root distribution (Schymanski et al., 2008), or evolutionary responses (Jump
and Peñuelas, 2005) could mitigate some of the negative effects of decreased water availability on vegetation
cover. On the other hand, in the long-term, changes in
vegetation feedback not only on soil moisture, but also
Copyright  2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

on local to large-scale climate conditions. For example,
changes in plant cover lead to an altered albedo and transpiration, and thus to changes in temperature and air
humidity. Since accounting for these feedbacks would
necessitate a full coupling with a dynamic circulation
model, we assumed climate as an extrinsic factor.
Implications for biodiversity and land use
The shift from a grass-dominated system towards a highly
shrub encroached system has strong implications for biodiversity, ecosystem stability and potential land use (Cingolani et al., 2005). A reduction in biodiversity encompasses both: losses in species diversity and structural
diversity. Of course, species diversity has an intrinsic
value itself. But it is additionally closely linked to ecosystem stability and ecosystem processes (Watkinson et al.,
2001). That is, if biodiversity is lost in savannas due
to shrub encroachment, the system can lose its stability,
and degradation gets more likely. Losses in structural
diversity emerge since structural diversity in arid and
semi-arid savannas is mainly determined by woody vegetation (Tews et al., 2004). This has also been reported to
affect animal species diversity (e.g. birds: Dean, et al.,
1999; rodents: Blaum et al., 2007a; reptiles: Wasiolka
et al., 2009; small carnivores: Blaum et al., 2007b).
A shift in the ratio of grass to shrub cover also leads
to altered fire intensity and return intervals. Although
at our study site fire plays only a marginal role, in
mesic savannas fire can occur at intervals as short
as 1–3 years (Bond et al., 2000), if enough fuel is
provided by herbaceous species. These frequent fires
benefit grasses, since the recruitment of mature woody
plants is suppressed (Jeltsch et al., 1999; Jeltsch et al.,
2000; Roques et al., 2001). If grass cover and thus the
fuel load are reduced in the course of climate change,
further woody plant encroachment can be rapid (Archer
et al., 1995).
Furthermore, shrub encroachment and the loss of
perennials strongly reduce the carrying capacity of rangelands for livestock (Perrings et al., 1997). This will intensify difficulties in land management, since livestock grazing itself has led to landscapes dominated by unpalatable
shrubs (Anderies et al., 2002). That is, future stocking
rates have to be significantly lower, or cost- or labourintensive management activities such as woodcutting or
bush fires have to be applied. Thus, it is essential to
quantify the combined impacts of land use and climate
change, and to evaluate different management strategies.
There are a great number of models simulating livestock
grazing in savannas (see a recent review by Tietjen et al.,
2007). However, these models do not go into the complex
changes that we have to expect in future. These shortcomings should be a focus of future research, i.e. hydrology
should be incorporated to a greater extent, and research
on the impacts of CO2 on savanna systems should be
intensified. This work provides a first step towards this
direction, and we showed that evaluating the effects of
climate change implies more than accounting for reduced
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MAP. A future task will be to combine this approach with
livestock grazing scenarios to assess future conditions for
land use.

CONCLUSIONS
To face future threats of climate change on savanna
systems, it is essential to understand the underlying
coupled dynamics of water and vegetation. We have
shown that the change of climate factors, namely altered
precipitation patterns, increased temperature and elevated
atmospheric CO2 , lead to different responses of grass
and shrub cover. A tool like our ecohydrological model
EcoHyD is useful to disentangle these responses and to
identify potential response patterns. At the same time,
the combined effects of climate change can be assessed
with the model to evaluate for example future conditions
for land use. In our scenario of combined changes, we
found a shift from a grass-dominated system to a shrub
encroached state. We therefore conclude that climate
change will exacerbate the difficulties in land use by
livestock grazing, which on its own has led to heavy
shrub encroachment in the past.
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